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CLASSIC FIC MILLER

CLASSIC FIC SHELLEY

CLASSIC FIC STEVENSON
The strange case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde -- The suicide club. [1]. Story of the young man with the cream tarts -- [2]. Story of the physician and the Saratoga trunk -- [3]. The adventure of the hansom cab -- The body-snatcher.

CLASSIC FIC VERNE
Verne, Jules, 1828-1905. 20,000 leagues under the sea. Toronto ; : Bantam, 1981.

CLASSIC FIC VERNE

CLASSIC FIC VERNE

CLASSIC FIC WELLS

CLASSIC FIC WELLS

CLASSIC FIC WELLS
The time machine -- The island of Dr. Moreau -- The invisible man -- The war of the worlds -- The first men in the moon -- The food of the gods.

FIC BARNES
A tale set in Victorian London introduces the characters of a stage magician and detective and his silent sidekick, whose fiendish plot to re-create the apocalyptic prophecies of Samuel Taylor Coleridge threaten the British Empire.

FIC BLAYLOCK

FIC MIEVILLE
"On board the moletrain Medes, Sham Yes ap Soorap watches in awe as he witnesses his first moldyarpe hunt, the giant mole bursting from the earth, the harpoonists targeting their prey, the battle resulting in one's death and the other's glory. But no matter how spectacular it is, Sham cannot shake the sense that there is more to life than traveling the endless rails of the railsea--even if his captain can think only of the hunt for the ivory-colored mole she has been chasing since it took her arm all those years ago."--Provided by publisher.

FIC TOLSTOY
A retelling of Leo Tolstoy's "Anna Karenina" in which nineteenth-century Russia is powered by powerful groznium engines, robots are considered faithful companions, and noblewoman Anna and her Android Karenina abandon a loveless marriage to search for love with Count Vronsky.

**FIC WILLIS**


In Oxford, 2060, time-traveling historians are sent into the past so they can learn more about the events that have shaped world history, and as a new group of historians, including Merope, Michael, and Polly, travel back to World War II, they find that instead of being simple observers, their assignments are causing history to spin out of control.

**GRAPHIC NOVEL MOORE**


1. Phases of Deimos -- 2. People of other lands -- 3. And the dawn comes up like thunder -- 4. All creatures great and small -- 5. Red in tooth and claw -- 6. "You should see me dance the polka...".

**GRAPHIC NOVEL MOORE**


**J FIC KIRBY**


As mysterious circumstances bring Giuseppe, Frederick, and Hannah together, their lives soon interlock like the turning gears in a clock and they realize that each one holds a key to solving the others' mysteries.

**J FIC PUL**


Long ago in Germany, a storyteller's story and an apprentice clockwork-maker's nightmare meet in a menacing, lifelike figure created by the strange Dr. Kalmenius.

**J FIC PULLMAN**

Pullman, Philip, 1946-. *Two crafty criminals! : and how they were captured by the daring detectives of the New Cut Gang. 1st American ed.* New York: Alfred A. Knopf, [2012].

Thunderbolt's waxwork -- The gas-fitters' ball. Eleven-year-old Benny Kaminsky leads a rag-tag gang of neighborhood children as they use improbable disguises and crazy ruses while investigating such crimes as counterfeiting and stolen silver in 1894 London.

**J FIC REEVE**


In an alternate Victorian England, young Arthur and his sister Myrtle, residents of Larklight, a floating house in one of Her Majesty’s outer space territories, uncover a spidery plot to destroy the solar system.

**J FIC REEVE**

Reeve, Philip. *Starcross: or The coming of the Moobs! or Our adventures in the fourth dimension! A stirring adventure of spies, time travel and curious hats as narrated by Art Mumby.*
Young Arthur Mumby, his sister Myrtle, and their mother accept an invitation to take a holiday at an up-and-coming resort in the asteroid belt, where they become involved in a dastardly plot involving spies, time travel, and mind-altering clothing.

J FIC SELZNICK

When twelve-year-old Hugo, an orphan living and repairing clocks within the walls of a Paris train station in 1931, meets a mysterious toyseller and his goddaughter, his undercover life and his biggest secret are jeopardized.

J FIC SHE


J FIC VER


J FIC WOODWARD

Lyra Belacqua, accompanied by Pan, her daemon, sets out to prevent her best friend and other kidnapped children from becoming the subject of gruesome experiments in the Far North.

J PLAYAWAY VER

Performed by Stephan Cox. Professor Hardwigg, his nephew Harry, and their guide Hans explore a volcanic crater in Iceland that leads them to the center of the Earth and to incredible and horrifying discoveries.

NEW YA FIC WOODING

Seth, having managed to escape from Malice, a world that exists within a frightening comic book, is desperate to save Kady, who remains trapped, but cannot figure out the best way to mount a rescue attempt; while Kady searches for Havoc, a rebel group of kids who want to fight Malice's cruel overlord, Tall Jake, and stop his influence from spreading beyond the comic book world.

ROM PAP CAL

Gifted with special powers, Miranda Ellis is forced to wed the notorious Lord Benjamin Archer, who hides his disfigured face behind masks, and she uses her gift to help him when he is accused of a series of gruesome murders.

YA CD-BOOK COL

Read by John Keating. In the late nineteenth century, when Conor Broekhart discovers a conspiracy to overthrow the king, he is branded a traitor, imprisoned, and forced to mine for diamonds under brutal conditions while he plans a daring escape from Little Saltee prison by way of a flying machine that he must design, build, and, hardest of all, trust to carry him to safety.

YA CD-BOOK GUR

Disc 1. Chapter one. The dragoncopter - Lee Crabb, at your service - The bronze key; Chapter two. The black fish tavern - Spinners it is - Time for the puppet show - The realm of the tyrannosaurs; Disc 2. Chapter three. The valley of the sunstones - The amazing strutters - A hidden stairway; Chapter four. The treasure of poseidos - So this is King Ogthar - The ruby sunstone - The chase. Anthony Fusco (Arthur) - Larry Block (Bix, Mud Dog) - Jack Vinson (Will) - Keely Eastley (Oriana) - John Nesci (Crabb) - Mike Mearian (Nallab) - Bill Raymond (Puppeteer) - Yolanda Bavan (other voices) - Katie Fusco, Zachary Block, Joseph Harari (children). Arthur and Will Denison continue their adventures on the strange and wonderful island of Dinotopia. When Will accidentally discovers an ancient temple ruin guarded by not very friendly tyrannosaurs ... he barely escapes their snapping jaws.

YA CD-BOOK GUR

Gurney, James. Dinotopia : ZBS audio adventure. Fort Edward, NY. : ZBS Foundation, 1999. Chapter one. (29:21) ; The dolphins - The mudnest trail - Volcaneum ; Chapter two. (27:57) ; Waterfall city - The time keeper - The rainy basin ; Chapter three. (30:45) Treetown - The ring riding event - Canyon City ; Chapter four. (30:35) The forbidden mountains - Tentpole of the sky - Sauropolis. Anthony Fusco (Arthur) , Larry Block (Bix, Mud Dog) , Jack Vinson (Will) , Keely Eastley (Oriana) , John Nesci (Crabb) , Mike Mearian (Nallab) , Bill Raymond (Puppeteer) , Allyn Cronk (Sylvia) , Yolande Bavean (other voices) ; with Katie Fusco , Zachary Block , Joseph Harari. Join Arthur and Will Denison as they explore all the great landmarks, discover the hidden byways, meet the inhabitants (including the dinosaurs), and learn about the unusual lifeways of this fabulous land apart from time.

YA CD-BOOK PUL

Pullman, Philip, 1946-. Once upon a time in the North. Library ed. New York : Random House/Listening Library, p2008. Read by the author. In a time before Lyra Silvertongue was born, the tough American balloonist Lee Scoresby and the great armoured bear Iorek Byrnison meet when Lee and his hare daemon Hester crash-land their trading balloon onto a port in the far Arctic North and find themselves right in the middle of a political powder keg.

YA CD-BOOK VER


YA FIC BECK


YA FIC CLARE

when it is discovered she has the power to transform at will into another person.

**YA FIC CLARE**


As the Council attempts to strip Charlotte of her power, sixteen-year-old orphaned shapechanger Tessa Gray works with the London Shadowhunters to find the Magister and destroy his clockwork army, learning the secret of her own identity while investigating his past.

**YA FIC COLFER**


In Victorian London, Albert Garrick, an assassin-for-hire, and his reluctant teenaged apprentice, Riley, are transported via wormhole to modern London, where Riley teams up with a young FBI agent to stop Garrick from returning to his own time and using his newly acquired scientific knowledge and power to change the world forever.

**YA FIC JON**


Eldest of three sisters in a land where it is considered to be a misfortune, Sophie is resigned to her fate as a hat shop apprentice until a witch turns her into an old woman and she finds herself in the castle of the greatly feared wizard Howl.

**YA FIC PRATCHETT**


In an alternative London ruled by a young Queen Victoria, Dodger, a resourceful, homeless boy, unwittingly prevents Sweeney Todd from committing murder.

**YA FIC PUL**


Lyra and Will find themselves at the center of a battle between the forces of the Authority and those gathered by Lyra’s father, Lord Asriel.

**YA FIC PUL**


As the boundaries between worlds begin to dissolve, Lyra and her daemon help Will Parry in his search for his father and for a powerful, magical knife.

**YA FIC PULLMAN**


Accompanied by her daemon, Lyra Belacqua sets out to prevent her best friend and other kidnapped children from becoming the subject of gruesome experiments in the Far North.

**YA FIC STEAMPUNK**


Some fortunate future day / Cassandra Clare -- The last ride of the Glory Girls / Libba Bray -- Clockwork Fagin / Cory Doctorow -- Seven days beset by demons / Shawn Cheng -- Hand in glove / Ysabeau S. Wilce -- The ghost of Cwmlech Manor / Delia Sherman -- Gethsemane / Elizabeth Knox -- The summer people / Kelly Link -- Peace in our time / Garth Nix -- Nowhere fast / Christopher Rowe -- Finishing school / Kathleen Jennings -- Steam girl / Dylan Horrocks -- Everything amiable and
obliging / Holly Black -- The oracle engine / M. T. Anderson. A collection of fourteen fantasy stories by well-known authors, set in an alternate universe where romance and technology reign and featuring automatons, clockworks, calculating machines, and other marvels that never existed.


YA FIC WESTERFELD Westerfeld, Scott. Leviathan. 1st Simon Pulse hardcover ed. New York : Simon Pulse, 2009. In an alternate 1914 Europe, fifteen-year-old Austrian Prince Alek, on the run from the Clanker Powers who are attempting to take over the globe using mechanical machinery, forms an uneasy alliance with Deryn who, disguised as a boy to join the British Air Service, is learning to fly genetically-engineered beasts.

YA FIC WOODING Wooding, Chris, 1977-. The haunting of Alaizabel Cray. 1st Orchard Books ed. New York : Orchard Books, 2004, 2001. As Thaniel, a wych-hunter, and Cathaline, his friend and mentor, try to rid the alleys of London's Old Quarter of the terrible creatures that infest them, their lives become entwined with that of a woman who may be either mad or possessed.


YA PLAYAWAY SHE Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft, 1797-1851. Frankenstein. Falls Church, VA : Sound Room Pub. ;, 2002. Read by Ralph Cosham. A monster assembled by a scientist develops a mind of his own as he learns to loathe himself and hate his creator.

YA PLAYAWAY VER Verne, Jules, 1828-1905. 20,000 leagues under the sea. Chagrin Falls, Ohio : Findaway World, p2006. Performed by Michael Prichard. Retells the adventures of a French professor and his two companions as they sail above and below the world's oceans as prisoners on the fabulous electric submarine of the deranged Captain Nemo.